Although rare, gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) are the most common mesenchymal tumors of the gastrointestinal tract. The asynchronous occurrence of other malignancies in patients with GIST during the clinical course is relatively common. However, the synchronous coexistence of GIST and lung cancer has only rarely been reported. We experienced a case of coincidental primary lung adenocarcinoma and intestinal GIST. The present case is not only of interest due to the rare coincidence of GIST and lung cancer, but also because there was an epidermal growth factor receptor gene mutation in the lung cancer and a c-kit mutation in the GIST.
Introduction
Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) are uncommon mesenchymal neoplasms affecting the gastrointestinal tract (1, 2) . The synchronous occurrence of GIST and other primary gastrointestinal malignancies has been reported previously (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . However, the synchronous existence of lung cancer and GIST seems to be extremely rare (7) (8) (9) (10) . We experienced a case of advanced stage lung adenocarcinoma associated with intestinal GIST. The GIST was found during an evaluation for lung cancer staging. Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and c-kit gene mutations were identified in the lung adenocarcinoma and GIST, respectively. To our knowledge, this is the first such case of coincidental lung cancer and GIST reported to date.
Case Report
A 54-year-old woman was admitted to a local hospital in July 2011 because of general malaise. As severe anemia and an abnormal mass on chest radiography were observed, she was referred to our hospital. Her physical examinations were unremarkable and there was no superficial lymph node swelling. Chest computed tomography (CT) revealed an abnormal mass in the left lower lobe and multiple nodules in both lung fields (Fig. 1) . Bronchofiberscopy was performed, and the histological findings revealed an adenocarcinoma positive for EGFR mutation (exon 19 deletion) (Fig. 4A ). Brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed multiple tumors, suggesting metastasis from lung cancer ( Fig. 2A) . The laboratory findings on admission included a hemoglobin level of 6.9 g/dL, CEA of 9.6 ng/mL, CA-125 of 87 U/mL and positive occult blood in the feces.
18 F-Fluorodeoxy glucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) revealed a mass showing an abnormal uptake in the left lower lung field (SUV max: 13.4) and multiple intrathoracic lesions (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, the accumulated uptake of FDG-PET was also observed in the lower abdominal mass (SUV max: 15.8, Fig. 3 ). Abdominal CT showed an embryonate-prone nodular shadow in a small intestinal tumor (Fig. 2B ). An ultrasound-guided needle biopsy of the small intestinal tumor was performed using colon fiberscopy. The histological findings indicated the lesion to be predominantly composed of spindle-shaped cells, which were diffusely positive for ckit in an immunohistochemical analysis (Fig. 4B, C) . In ad- A B dition, c-kit gene mutations were also observed in the specimen (exon 11 deletion). Although the primary site remained to be determined, we speculated that the pulmonary and brain metastases were due to lung cancer in the patient. As a result, the patient was diagnosed with synchronous pulmonary adenocarcinoma (T2N3M1b) and GIST (high risk). In addition, we examined the specific gene mutations in both specimens and found that the GIST was negative for EGFR mutations and the lung tumor was negative for c-kit gene mutations.
The patient was treated with gefitinib (250 mg/day, orally) and whole-brain irradiation at a dose of 30 Gy/10 divisions was also administered. Chest radiography showed a tendency for an improvement of the abnormal findings after gefitinib therapy. However, the patient developed acute abdominal pain on the 20th day of gefitinib therapy. The patient underwent an emergency operation because of suspected diffuse peritonitis due to perforation from the GIST tumor. The tumor was removed, and the postoperative course was uneventful. Gefitinib therapy was thereafter restarted after recovery of the normal bowel movement functions. However, consciousness disturbance occurred due to the progression of brain metastases, and therefore the patient was started on palliative treatment.
Discussion
We herein reported a case of synchronous pulmonary adenocarcinoma and GIST. The GIST was found incidentally while evaluating the stage of the lung adenocarcinoma. The malignant cells in both tumors had specific gene mutations.
Synchronous and asynchronous cases of GIST and other malignancies have been studied in several series (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Based on these reports, GIST associated with other primary malignancies occurs at incidence rates ranging from 2.9% to 32.6%. The most common accompanying neoplasms were colorectal and gastric adenocarcinoma, as well as pancreatic tumors (3) (4) (5) . Therefore, cases of synchronous and asynchronous GIST and other gastrointestinal malignancies are relatively common. The high prevalence of other gastrointestinal malignancies with GIST is likely due to the use of investigative or therapeutic surgery for other malignancies. Concomitant GIST is thus usually discovered incidentally during surgery performed for another malignancy. Indeed, Kawanowa et al. (6) reported that microscopic GIST can be found in 35% of stomach-resected patients with gastric cancer.
However, synchronous GIST has been rarely reported in 
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SUVmax15.8 (10) summarized 141 and 180 cases of GIST, respectively, and identified one and two cases, respectively, that developed non-small cell lung cancer after the diagnosis of GIST. Therefore, the development of lung cancer in patients with GIST is not necessarily rare. However, these cases of lung cancer were asynchronously observed. To our knowledge, ours is the first proven case of synchronous lung adenocarcinoma and GIST at the time of diagnosis. As a differential diagnosis for the abdominal tumor in the present case, it was necessary to consider the possibility of small bowel metastases from lung adenocarcinoma. Our case presented with melena, but without the development of bowel obstruction before the perforation. The radiographic examinations, including CT and FDG-PET, showed a single giant mass in the lower abdominal cavity. These clinical manifestations in the present case seemed to be different from those in small bowel metastases, in which small and multiple lesions are common (11) . As described above, GIST is often discovered incidentally during investigative or therapeutic procedures for unrelated diseases (11, 12) . In addition, it was reported that second or multiple primary tumors were common in patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), either preceding or following its clinical course (13) . As a result, when apparent abdominal lymphadenopathy or a mass is observed in patients with NSCLC, it is necessary to consider the possibility of GIST as well as of that of metastasis. In particular, if the lesion is atypical in appearance and can be approached, a histological biopsy should be considered.
We found an EGFR mutation in the lung adenocarcinoma and c-kit mutations in the GIST in the present case. The detection of these gene mutations was useful for selecting strategies using molecular targeting agents that could provide a beneficial clinical outcome for both tumors. The patient was initially treated with gefitinib, but the interval of treatment was insufficient (20 days) because of the need to perform an emergency operation for GIST. During the recovery from abdominal surgery, the brain metastasis deteriorated in spite of whole brain radiation. We therefore failed to improve the clinical outcome in the present patient.
Several studies have attempted to find EGFR and c-kit mutations in biphasic malignant tumors composed of primitive mesenchymal and epithelial components in the lungs (14, 15) . However, there were no coexisting mutations in these studies (14, 15) . In the present case, there were no overlapping gene mutations between both tumors. It is therefore difficult to speculate on the interactions between EGFR and c-kit gene activation and the etiological associations in the present case. Although the ontogenetic interaction remains to be determined, the coexistence of two different malignancies harboring specific mutations of EGFR and ckit in a single patient may represent useful information for future studies.
In summary, the present case is not only of interest due to the rare coincidence of GIST and lung cancer, but it also showed specific gene mutations of the tumors that might have been useful for molecular targeting therapy if the tumors had been detected earlier. It is necessary to be aware of the presence of GIST in patients with lung cancer who show an abdominal mass during the clinical course.
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